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The #1 NY Times bestseller answers: What if one simple change could save you from heart
disease, diabetes, and cancer? For many years, that question has fascinated a little circle of
impassioned doctors and researchers—and now, their life-changing study is making headlines in
the hit documentary Forks Over Knives. Their response?and plummet whenever a traditional
plant-based diet plan persists. In The China Study, Dr.but the experts behind Forks Over Knives
aren’ve heard— It may overturn most of the diet suggestions you’t afraid to create waves. In his
book Prevent and Reverse CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, Dr. Features consist of: Insights from the
luminaries behind the film—it might save your lifestyle. Colin Campbell exposed how cancer and
other diseases skyrocket when eating meat and dairy is the norm— Eat a whole-foods, plant-based
diet plan— And increasingly more experts are adding their voices to the cause: There is nothing
else that can be done for your health that can match the advantages of a plant-based diet.
Today, as Forks Over Knives is introducing more people than previously to the plant-based way
to health, this accessible guide supplies the information you want to adopt and maintain a plant-
based diet plan. Caldwell Esselstyn described that eating meats, dairy, and natural oils injures
the liner of our blood vessels, causing heart disease, coronary attack, or stroke.Dera Prude, who
no longer must medicate her diabetes, has lost weight, and feels great! Neal Barnard, Dr. John
McDougall, The Engine 2 Diet writer Rip Esselstyn, and several othersSuccess stories from
converts to plant-based consuming—like San’Dr.delicious, healthy, and for each and every meal,
every day.for you personally, for pets and the environment, and for our futureA helpful primer
on crafting a healthy diet rich in unprocessed fruits, vegetables, legumes, and whole grains,
including tips about transitioning and essential kitchen tools125 dishes from 25 champions of
plant-based eating—from Blueberry Oat Breakfast Muffins and Sunny Orange Yam Bisque to
Garlic Rosemary Polenta and Raspberry-Pear Crisp—The countless great things about a whole-
foods, plant-structured diet—
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Turn to page 101 for. And I grew up loving meat in every its forms.D..40, or significantly less than
one-tenth the price of a doctor's visit, where in fact the topic of whole, plant-based foods will
likely never appear.Get the actual cookbook instead. Exxalus's Dark Bean Soup. It stands by itself
because the SINGLE MOST nutritious recipe you can ever make. It provides everything! Put some
sizzling hot sauce on it, or pepper sauce in fact it is perfect. I understand of dozens of people
who have cardiovascular problems and something one who was also told to give up hope, which
means this latter bio may serve as a wakeup contact where all else has failed. Who has? But you
will enjoy it in this recipe. Actually, there exists a bibliography--known as a "bookshelf" on page
199, in addition to a list of online references on page 198. You almost won't need to see the
documentary nevertheless, you should. And we likewise have the huge recipe just cookbook of
the same name. Such attacks are to be expected when someone challenges long-kept, but
unjustifiable beliefs with extensive clinical and epidemiological evidence. Cutting out meat and
dairy has made a tremendous difference inside our lives.), and a disagreement as to why
prospective readers might or may not enjoy the book. Weight loss comes pretty quickly and the
long-term results are indisputable. Just a cookbook, not a "book reserve". We do not deny
ourselves one bit and totally appreciate our way of life. And it keeps something for each and
every nutritionist I've ever fulfilled, as well as for the obese Wal-Mart shopper whose cart is
certainly filled with chips and soda, or laboratory-produced foods from aisle 17. But we keep
them rare occurrences.!. Therefore many of my close friends and co-workers eat a meat large
diet, and yesterday we had been told that one of them has to start immediate chemo once they
found an extremely large cancerous tumor outside and inside his colon, and he is in his late
40s!this is where we digress from the book. We've fruit daily as our dessert and we have been in
no way lacking sweets. We've "infused" drinking water with a splash of cranberry juice for an
incredible drink that is not too nice but has lots of fruit taste. We drink this in the home every
day---it is certainly our head to drink. Again, not lacking in any way. Cut out the sugar and trim
out the red meats and slice out the dairy fat as well as your body can DIGEST meals the proper
way. Neal Barnard discovered that the ribs on his cafeteria tray looked and smelled eerily similar
to the ribs he had simply examined from a individual cadaver, which led him to believe
differently about meals., Was it noteworthy? And the weight just remains off. Some very nice
recipes in this reserve Easy Quesadillas p.82, Bean and Barley Chowder p.94, Zingy Italian White
Bean soup p. p.96 and of course the go to Dark Bean salad that stands alone, or as a side with
another dish, or on top of your greens salad.105 Want to live an extended healthy lifestyle? Add
this book to your collection I have become a Forks Over Knives convert. This reserve is an
excellent companion after viewing the movie (very cheap on YouTube). We have scale back on
eating meats drastically, and also have found loads of veggie dishes that taste great to such a
point that we really don't even miss the meat..At first I actually didn't understand the title, but
once it was explained that making use of your fork to eat well balanced meals is much better
than going under the knife for surgery, it made sense.. In the book they talk about other areas of
the globe that eat mostly fruits and vegetables (too poor for meat) plus they have very low rates
of cancer. If anyone ignores that caution, they are a fool. A mix of science and recipes to help
people help themselves The book "Forks Over Knives" does a wonderful job of performing two
disparate tasks:It offers concise explanations of why a whole-foods, plant-based diet plan is
healthiest for folks, the planet, and the animals, andIt offers a wide range of amazing recipes to
greatly help people begin.The editor pairs these tasks to perform one goal: to help people live
healthier lives through their food choices.The book does this in three parts: (i) why a plant-based
diet plan is best for your health, the planet, and the animals (37 pages); (ii) basic specifics on



plant-based foods (19 pages), and (iii) quality recipes (133 pages). As the bulk of the reserve is for
recipes, there is a lot of powerful info in the 1st two parts that has appeal for anyone from the
newcomer to probably the most educated, with topics as different as the environmental impact
of food choices to nutrition labels. Also after having read literally a large number of books on
plant-structured foods and having completed Campbell's eCornell course in plant-based
nutrition, I became more informed after reading the 1st two parts. The 3rd part is filled with
tempting dishes from some of the top plant-based chefs who refuse to compromise on wellness
to sell foods.The writing style is, for lack of a better word, "comfortable". It is possible to almost
imagine yourself having a casual discussion with 11 specialists on healthy eating, with insights
that would surprise your general practitioner, but with language suitable for the layperson.My
just qualms with the book are with the picture quality of the graphs and folks, which are
technically disappointing, although still discernable, and with the set up of the bios, which seems
out of order making use of their contributions. This book is not the most extensive, authoritative
guide on anybody of those subjects, nonetheless it is an extremely readable and compelling
guide on what's arguably the most important topic for some readers: healthy consuming. I've
summarized them here, alongside some counterpoints:State: The educational part of the reserve
was too concise and included biosIf you want just in Dr.This comment, especially when
juxtaposed with the aforementioned comment, shows the difficulty in pairing disparate tasks: it's
impossible to please everyone. Great series for begginers This is an excellent series about food
and food lifestyle. For even more on Campbell's work, turn to The China Study: PROBABLY THE
MOST Comprehensive Study of Nourishment Ever Conducted And the Startling Implications for
Diet, Weight Loss, And Long-term Health. For the impact of our food choices on the environment
or animals, there are a huge selection of books that describe the consequences in chilling
detail.As a result of the dual tasks, a few of the Amazon reviewers were negative. Of course we
could have dessert on a special occasion, and maybe a soda monthly. Caldwell Esselstyn tells of
how he saved cardiovascular patients who was simply told to "go home and plan death".The
book does offer bios on the people who are trying to help us live much healthier lives. Initially, I
thought that was a bit too much of a extend for an already ambitious book... Makes even more
sense to me. But here I believe the bios are justified because they provide a essential
perspective.g. Colin Campbell, Ph.., explains how he was raised on a dairy farm and was
preparing to continue working with animal-centered foods, how he found that animal proteins
was a problem rather than a solution to wellness woes, and how particular factions in the food
industry tried to smear him to avoid him from sharing his findings. success stories from people
who thought we would adopt this healthier approach to eating; The other things just gets in the
form of digesting your veggies that is where true nourishment is found. Dr. I've yet to locate a
reserve that does a more satisfactory job of balancing the tasks of enlightening readers and
facilitating changes in diet. For one thing I have never eaten chard before. You can find few
footnotes, which will disappoint the purist, but that is a guide, not the definitive resource on
every subject covered.Claim: The publication offered nothing at all that couldn't end up being
found on the web.I've been students of plant-based diet for a decade and I've go through
everything I can on this issue, yet I found pieces here I'd under no circumstances seen before:
Bios which contain insights obviously drawn out from first-hand interviews with the subjects; Dr.
a very concise and thoughtful overview which compares whole, plant-based foods to pet
products (styled like black box warning labels for food), plus some great quality recipes from
leading chefs.Claim: The book contained zero bibliography and few footnotes. Esselstyn's work,
try ! The film documentary changed our diet plan for good and you get the highlights initially of



this book. Collectively, these bios show the way the leaders in the field came to the same
conclusions from different perspectives, in spite of the original food and health sector pressures
and tactics.Right now, a comment on some of the "reviews": A review should summarize this
content, offer a critical evaluation (e. The bio on T. Because of this former voracious meat eater I
didn't think I possibly could survive on veggies, but with the right recipes I could.
Understandable? This might help a non-vegan to comprehend the reasons to become vegan, but
i experienced it was a little preachy without good facts to back again up claims like "avoid olive
oil". Also cutting out desserts and sodas aswell. Helpful for those who are getting started to
consume healthy but don't have a clue where to start.. We have both because we cherished this
documentary so much. Still, more thoughtful evaluations would benefit Amazon
customers.Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease: THE BRAND NEW, Scientifically Proven, Nutrition-
Based Get rid of. Some of the comments for this book are simply just mean-spirited attacks on a
publication that aims to see, persuade and help those that want to live longer, healthier lives in
making better meals choices--all for the low price of $6. I purchased the whole series plus they
seem decent and were an excellent price. Why take a chance on your health? If you anyone is
looking for a great cookbook anything by Isa Chandra Moskowitz I would suggest.. Page 101: for
probably the most nutritious food ever known. I liked the documentary, therefore i bought this
book thinking it would increase what We learned. Nope, wrong.I am returning this book because
it isn't a BOOK, it's a *cookbook*. Yes, I recognize it says right on the cover that it offers 125
dishes, and yes, I did look at the preview. But I assumed this would be mostly BOOK plus dishes.
What I acquired was no unique of most other cookbooks I own. I think easily wasn't currently
vegan this book would ward me from trying. The info was similar to the documentary, and the
non-public tales were scattered between your recipes.I love Forks over Knives, but I'm choosing
to return this because if you want a cookbook, you will want to pay a few extra bucks for the
Forks over Knives cookbook which has 300 recipes?easily read a publication on yoga, I'm not
necessarily interested in the backgrounds of the leading proponents of yoga. But, Perhaps this
would be a good book to get someone who refuses to watch the documentary? Probably. There's
Better Vegan Books I've read plenty of vegan books during the period of time, even before FOK
existed. Persuasive? You have to be kidding me. Our brains want some type of daily dosage of fat
to function properly and for a vegan olive oil is definitely a great place to get that. A cookbook
with a little bit of additional information. I don't get the hype of this, sort of makes veganism
sound like a fad diet. Two stars because it was much better than Skinny Bitch.. Healthy advice
Great reading, trying the program Rip Off Don't waste your cash it is the same book as the how
to companion reserve with a different cover WTF!! If everything could be found on the Internet,
why would somebody require a bibliography and dozens of footnotes? Along with fish. I've never
read any nutrition publication herbivore or omnivore which has ever claimed that. Good recipes
Good condition Book review A must have for excellent health. Well made! Good helpful read,
enjoyed this book! Dont waistline your time Disappointing I'm never too old to change! Enjoyed
the movie, and the book backs this up well. Book offers wonderful dishes that work!
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